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Background During the COVID-19 pandemic, decreased volumes of stroke admissions and mechanical thrombectomy were reported. The study's objective was to examine whether subarachnoid haemorrhage (SAH) hospitalisations and ruptured aneurysm coil interventions demonstrated similar declines.

Methods We conducted a cross-sectional, retrospective, observational study across 6 continents, 37 countries and 140 comprehensive stroke centres. Patients with the diagnosis of SAH, aneurysmal SAH, ruptured aneurysm coil interventions and COVID-19 were identified by prospective aneurysm databases or by International Classification of Diseases, 10th Revision, codes. The 3-month cumulative volume, monthly volumes for SAH hospitalisations and ruptured aneurysm coil procedures were compared for the period before (1 year and immediately before) and during the pandemic, defined as 1 March–31 May 2020. The prior 1-year control period (1 March–31 May 2019) was obtained to account for seasonal variation.

Findings There was a significant decline in SAH hospitalisations, with 2044 admissions in the 3 months immediately before and 1585 admissions during the pandemic, representing a relative decline of 22.5% (95% CI −24.3% to −20.7%, p<0.0001). Embolisation of ruptured aneurysms declined with 1170–1035 procedures, respectively, representing a 11.5% (95% CI −13.5% to −9.8%, p=0.002) relative drop. Subgroup analysis was noted for aneurysmal SAH hospitalisation decline from 834 to 626 hospitalisations, a 24.9% relative decline (95% CI −28.0% to −22.1%, p<0.0001). A relative increase in ruptured aneurysm coiling was noted in low coiling volume hospitals of 41.1% (95% CI 32.3% to 50.6%, p=0.008) despite a decrease in SAH admissions in this tertile.

Interpretation There was a relative decrease in the volume of SAH hospitalisations, aneurysmal SAH hospitalisations and ruptured aneurysm embolisations during the COVID-19 pandemic. These findings in SAH are consistent with a decrease in other emergencies, such as stroke and myocardial infarction.

ABSTRACT

Background During the COVID-19 pandemic, decreased volumes of stroke admissions and mechanical thrombectomy were reported. The study's objective was to examine whether subarachnoid haemorrhage (SAH) hospitalisations and ruptured aneurysm coil interventions demonstrated similar declines.

Methods We conducted a cross-sectional, retrospective, observational study across 6 continents, 37 countries and 140 comprehensive stroke centres. Patients with the diagnosis of SAH, aneurysmal SAH, ruptured aneurysm coil interventions and COVID-19 were identified by prospective aneurysm databases or by International Classification of Diseases, 10th Revision, codes. The 3-month cumulative volume, monthly volumes for SAH hospitalisations and ruptured aneurysm coil procedures were compared for the period before (1 year and immediately before) and during the pandemic, defined as 1 March–31 May 2020. The prior 1-year control period (1 March–31 May 2019) was obtained to account for seasonal variation.

Findings There was a significant decline in SAH hospitalisations, with 2044 admissions in the 3 months immediately before and 1585 admissions during the pandemic, representing a relative decline of 22.5% (95% CI −24.3% to −20.7%, p<0.0001). Embolisation of ruptured aneurysms declined with 1170–1035 procedures, respectively, representing a 11.5% (95% CI −13.5% to −9.8%, p=0.002) relative drop. Subgroup analysis was noted for aneurysmal SAH hospitalisation decline from 834 to 626 hospitalisations, a 24.9% relative decline (95% CI −28.0% to −22.1%, p<0.0001). A relative increase in ruptured aneurysm coiling was noted in low coiling volume hospitals of 41.1% (95% CI 32.3% to 50.6%, p=0.008) despite a decrease in SAH admissions in this tertile.

Interpretation There was a relative decrease in the volume of SAH hospitalisations, aneurysmal SAH hospitalisations and ruptured aneurysm embolisations during the COVID-19 pandemic. These findings in SAH are consistent with a decrease in other emergencies, such as stroke and myocardial infarction.

BACKGROUND

The COVID-19 pandemic led to the rationing of healthcare resources worldwide to accommodate the care of critically ill patients with SARS-CoV-2 infection.1 Changes in prehospital emergency medical service, emergency room care, acute stroke and subarachnoid haemorrhage (SAH) protocols2 3 were reported to conserve resources and to mitigate infection risk to patients and their providers. Decreases in ischaemic stroke admission, rates of intravenous thrombolysis (IVT)4 4 and mechanical thrombectomy (MT) volume7 were reported in several regions in Europe,8 9 Germany,10 China,11 Brazil12 and the USA,13 14 with steeper declines in stroke hospitalisations seen in areas with higher COVID-19 hospitalisation volume.15

However, there is a paucity of information on the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on SAH admissions.
Table 1 SAH hospitalisation volumes immediately before and during the COVID-19 pandemic

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Overall volume</th>
<th>Monthly volume</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospital COVID-19 volume‡</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Int</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospital SAH coil embolisation volume‡</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Int</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

n1 is based on 3 months before the pandemic (December 2019—February 2020). Immediately before is based on 4 months before the pandemic (November 2019—February 2020). n2 and during COVID-19 are based on March 2020—May 2020.

P value is from Poisson means test (overall volume analysis) and Wilcoxon signed-rank test (monthly volume analysis).

†Difference denotes the median difference between the two time periods.

‡P value: low versus Int=0.004, low versus high=0.0001, Int versus high=0.002.

Int, intermediate; N, number of hospitals; n, number of admissions; SAH, subarachnoid haemorrhage.

Data were collected from collaborators of the Society of Vascular and Interventional Neurology, the Middle East North Africa Stoke and Interventional Neurotherapies Organisation, the Japanese Interventional Neurology Society and several academic partners. The following countries were represented (number of centres): USA (45), Japan (30), China (6), Brazil (6), Canada (6), France (4), Australia (3), Korea (3), India (3), Chile (2), Spain (2), Switzerland (2), England (2), Saudi Arabia (2), Turkey (2), Austria (1), Argentina (1), Egypt (1), Germany (1), Vietnam (1), Croatia (1), Greece (1), Indonesia (1), Ireland (1), Israel (1), Italy (1), Lebanon (1), New Zealand (1), Oman (1), Pakistan (1), Portugal (1) Qatar (1), South Africa (1), Thailand (1), Tunisia (1), United Arab Emirates (1) and Uruguay (1).

Study variables and outcome measures

SAH data were obtained by a prospectively maintained aneurysm or stroke databases at each comprehensive stroke centre or by International Classification of Diseases, 10th Revision (ICD-10) codes (primary, secondary or tertiary discharge codes) with verification by a physician or coordinator. The following ICD-10 codes were used: I60 (non-traumatic SAH), I60.0 (non-traumatic SAH from carotid siphon and bifurcation), I60.1 (non-traumatic SAH from middle cerebral artery), I60.2 (non-traumatic SAH from anterior communicating artery), I60.3 (non-traumatic SAH from posterior communicating artery), I60.4 (non-traumatic SAH from basilar artery), I60.5 (non-traumatic SAH from vertebral artery), I60.6 (non-traumatic SAH from other intracranial arteries), I60.7 (non-traumatic SAH from intracranial artery, unspecified) I60.8 (other non-traumatic SAH) and I60.9 (non-traumatic SAH unspecified).

Subgroup analysis of confirmed aneurysmal SAH hospitalisations and non-traumatic SAH were performed. Aneurysmal SAH was defined as SAH related to a ruptured intracranial aneurysm. Non-traumatic SAH was defined as SAH unrelated to traumatic causes but could include SAH secondary to aneurysmal, arteriovenous malformation (AVM), perimesencephalic or other causes. The volume of embolisations of ruptured intracranial aneurysms was also retrieved.

COVID-19 hospitalisation was defined as a patient admitted with COVID-19 diagnosis, inclusive of non-neurological diagnosis. Monthly and weekly volumes of COVID-19 hospitalisation were collected from 1 March to 31 May 2020.

Low, intermediate and high procedural volume centres were categorised according to monthly coiling of ruptured aneurysm volume data received of the 4 months immediately preceding the pandemic (1 November 2019–29 February 2020, inclusive) and divided into tertiles: low volume, <1.25; intermediate volume, 1.25–<3.0; and high volume, ≥3 coiling cases per month. COVID-19 hospitalisation volumes were based on mean monthly volume data received and were divided into tertiles: low volume, ≤10.6; intermediate volume, >10.6–<103.6; and high volume, ≥103.6 hospitalisations per month.

Bias

A second control period (1 March–31 May 2019) was included to account for seasonal variation. To reduce the risk of bias, centres with incomplete data were excluded from the subgroup analysis in which the data were missing.
Statistical analysis
The monthly volumes for the ruptured aneurysm coil embolisation procedure and SAH admissions were compared for the period before (1 year and immediately before) and during the COVID-19 pandemic. The normality of the data was tested with the Shapiro-Wilk test. The data were determined to be non-normal and were therefore presented as median (IQR). The non-parametric Wilcoxon signed-rank test was applied to compare differences in monthly volume between two time periods. The analyses were repeated in the setting of low, intermediate and high COVID-19 and procedural volume hospitals.

We further looked at the percentage change in the number of procedures and SAH admissions, aneurysmal SAH admissions, and non-traumatic SAH admissions before and during the COVID-19 pandemic. For this analysis, we restricted the immediately before group to 3 months before the pandemic (1 December 2019–29 February 2020) to keep it consistent with the COVID-19 group. The 95% CIs for percentage change were calculated using the Wilson procedure without correction for continuity. The differences in the number of procedures and admissions across the two periods were assessed for significance using the Poisson means test. The relative percentage decrease in volume between low-volume, intermediate-volume and high-volume hospitals was tested using the z-test of proportion.

We performed a supplementary analysis comparing monthly volumes and percentage change in the number of ruptured aneurysm coiling procedures and SAH hospitalisations across different world regions. All data were analysed using SAS V.9.4, and the significance level was set at a p value of <0.05.

This study is reported in accordance with the Strengthening the Reporting of Observational Studies in Epidemiology guidelines.

FINDSINGS
A total of 1088, 2044 and 1585 SAH hospitalisations (overall n=4717) and 719, 1170 and 1035 coiling procedures for ruptured aneurysms (overall n=2924) were included across the 3-month prior year periods, 3 months immediately prepandemic and 3 months of the pandemic, respectively. These were distributed across 140 comprehensive stroke centres, 37 nations and 6 continents. The Shapiro-Wilk test revealed that the normality of the data was non-normal.

Subarachnoid hemorrhage hospitalisation volumes
In the primary analysis, 118 centres submitted data on SAH volume with a total of 2044 admissions in the 3 months immediately before and 1585 admissions during the 3 months of the pandemic, representing a relative volume decline of 22.5% (95% CI −24.3% to −20.7%, p<0.0001). Monthly SAH admission volumes also demonstrated a relative decline before and during the pandemic months (median, 4.5 (IQR 2.5–7.1) vs 3.3 (IQR 1.3–6.3); p<0.0001) (table 1 and figure 1).

In the secondary analysis, 75 centres contributed data with SAH monthly volumes 1 year prior (table 2). There were 1088 before, compared with 900 SAH admissions during the pandemic, representing a 17.3% relative decline (95% CI, −19.6 to −15.2, p<0.0001). The

Figure 1  *Peak of 1235 COVID-19 hospitalisations in the second week of February, predominantly from one hospital in Wuhan, China. SAH, subarachnoid haemorrhage.*

![Weekly SAH hospitalizations, coiled SAH, and COVID-19 hospitalization volume](image-url)
median monthly SAH admission volume declined from a median of 3.0 [IQR, 2.0–6.3] in the corresponding period of the prior year to 2.7 [IQR, 1.3–5.7, p=0.001] over the first 3 months of the pandemic.

In subgroup analysis, 56 centres confirmed aneurysmal SAH admissions data in the 3 months immediately before and during the pandemic. There was a relative decline from 834 to 626 hospitalisations, representing a 24.9% relative decline (95% CI –28.0% to –22.1%, p<0.0001). Additionally, 37 centres confirmed aneurysmal SAH admissions data in the 1-year prior control period, also noted for a relative decline from 435 to 370 hospitalisations, representing a 14.9% relative decline (95% CI –18.6 to –11.9, p=0.022) (table 3).

Non-traumatic SAH admissions had parallel relative declines both in the immediately before (−24.6%, 95% CI –26.9% to –22.5%, p<0.0001, n=85 centres) and 1-year before periods (−15.6%, 95% CI –18.4% to –13.1%, p=0.002, n=53 centres) (table 3).

Declines in SAH hospitalisation volumes were significant in Asia, with a relative decrease of 24.7% (95% CI –28.0% to –21.7%, p<0.0001, n=47 centres); North America, with a relative decrease of 21.0% (95% CI –24.0% to –18.3%, p<0.0001, n=46 centres); Europe, with a relative decrease of 29.0% (95% CI –35.3% to –23.5%, p=0.001, n=11 centres); South America, with a relative decrease of 21.5% (95% CI –27.4% to –16.6%, p=0.012, n=8 centres). In contrast, no significant change was noted in Oceania or Africa. (online supplemental table 1). Country-specific relative changes in SAH hospitalisation volumes are represented in online supplemental table 3 and online supplemental figure 1).

### SAH aneurysm embolisation volumes

In the primary analysis, 125 centres submitted data on ruptured aneurysm embolisation volumes with a total of 1170 procedures in the 3 months immediately before and 1035 procedures performed during the 3 months of the pandemic, representing a relative drop of 11.5% (95% CI –13.5% to –9.8%, p=0.002). Median monthly embolisation volumes demonstrated a relative decline compared with the same periods immediately preceding (median, 1.8 (IQR 1–4) vs 1.7 (IQR 0.67–3.7); p=0.0004) (table 4 and figure 1).

In the secondary analysis, 83 centres contributed data for ruptured aneurysm coiled volumes during the pandemic and 1 year previously. Ruptured aneurysm embolisations also declined numerically between the calendar year, 719 vs 652 procedures, with a 9.3% (95% CI –11.7% to –7.4%, p=0.07) relative drop in volumes (table 2). No significant change was noted in the median monthly volume (p=0.197).

During the pandemic, ruptured aneurysm coiling volume was decreased in Asia with a 20.5% relative decline (95% CI –24.9% to –16.6%, p=0.003, n=52 centres), decreased in Europe with a 15.3% relative decline (95% CI –20.4% to –11.3%, p=0.06, n=14...
centres) and increased in Oceania by 77.8% (95% CI 54.8 to 91.0, \( p=0.06 \), \( n=4 \) centres), whereas no significant change in volume was noted in North America, South America nor Africa (online supplemental table 2). Country-specific relative changes in ruptured aneurysm coiling volumes are represented in online supplemental table 3 and online supplemental figure 2.

COVID-19 hospitalisation volume, SAH hospitalisation and ruptured aneurysm embolisation volumes in relation to the pandemic

Figure 1 depicts the weekly number of SAH hospitalisations, ruptured aneurysm coiling and COVID-19 hospitalisation volumes. Across the tertiles of COVID-19 hospitalisation volume, high-volume COVID-19 centres (−29.8%, 95% CI −33.2% to −26.6%) were significantly more vulnerable to declines in SAH hospitalisation volumes than low-volume COVID-19 centres (−15.1%, 95% CI −18.7% to −12.0%; \( p<0.0001 \)) (table 1).

Similarly, there was a gradient for greater decrease in ruptured aneurysm embolisation in high-volume COVID-19 centres (−22.2%, 95% CI −27.0% to −18.0%) compared with intermediate-volume (−10.0%, 95% CI −13.8% to −7.2%, \( p<0.0001 \)) and low-volume (−1.5%, 95% CI −3.7% to −0.6%, \( p<0.001 \)) COVID-19 centres (table 4).

Ruptured aneurysm procedural volumes, SAH hospitalisation and ruptured aneurysm embolisation volumes in relation to the pandemic

There were declines in SAH hospitalisation volume across the three tertiles of high (−22.8%, 95% CI −25.5% to −20.3%, \( p<0.0001 \)), intermediate (−21.4%, 95% CI −25.3% to −18.0%, \( p=0.0002 \)) and low (−20.8%, 95% CI −25.2% to −17.0%, \( p=0.002 \)) SAH procedural volume centres, with no differences in decline seen between the three tertiles (table 1).

Similarly, ruptured aneurysm embolisation volume declines were noted in high (−18.2%, 95% CI −20.9% to −15.8%, \( p<0.0001 \)) procedural volume centres. However, in hospitals with low tertile procedural volumes, there was an increase noted in the coiling of the ruptured aneurysm during the pandemic of 41% (95% CI 32.3% to 50.6%, \( p=0.008 \)) (table 4).

DISCUSSION

We noted a decrease in the volume of SAH hospitalisations, aneurysmal SAH hospitalisations and embolisation of ruptured aneurysms during the first 3 months of the COVID-19 pandemic compared with the immediate prior months. Compared with the corresponding period in the prior year, there was a significant reduction in SAH hospitalisation volume, but no change was noted in the number of embolisation procedures for ruptured aneurysms. To our knowledge, this is the first report of a multicentre decrease in volumes for SAH hospitalisations, aneurysmal SAH hospitalisations and embolisation procedures for ruptured intracranial aneurysm during the COVID-19
Table 4  SAH coil embolisation volumes immediately before and during the COVID-19 pandemic

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Overall volume</th>
<th>Monthly volume</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospital COVID-19 volume†</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Int</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospital SAH Coil embolisation volume‡</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Int</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

n1 is based on 3 months before the pandemic (December 2019–February 2020). Immediately before is based on 4 months before the pandemic (November 2019–February 2020). n2 and during COVID-19 are based on March 2020–May 2020. P value is from Poisson means test (overall volume analysis) and Wilcoxon signed-rank test (monthly volume analysis). *Difference denotes the median difference between the two time periods. †P value: low versus Int=0.0001, low versus High=0.0001, Int versus High=0.0001. ‡P value: low versus Int=n/a; low versus High=n/a; Int versus High=0.019. Int, intermediate; N, number of hospitals; n, number of procedures; n/a, not applicable; SAH, subarachnoid haemorrhage.
pandemic. Our findings are similar to reported decreases in SAH city-wide in Paris during a 2-week period of the pandemic\textsuperscript{16} and decreases in a Toronto hospital,\textsuperscript{17} whereas Berlin and Joinville, South Brazil, reported no decreases in SAH during the COVID-19 pandemic.\textsuperscript{12,18}

As expected, hospitals with higher tertiles of COVID-19 hospitalisation burden were more vulnerable to the decline in SAH admissions and ruptured aneurysm coiling volume. However, hospitals with lower COVID-19 hospitalisation burden also demonstrated decreases in SAH admissions, suggesting that access to hospital care was likely not a principal factor to explain the decrease.

High and intermediate procedural volume centres were more affected by declines in SAH hospitalisations and ruptured aneurysm embolisation than low-volume SAH coiling centres during the pandemic. In contrast, hospitals with low SAH coiling volumes at baseline demonstrated an increase in the coiling of ruptured aneurysms during the pandemic despite a significant decrease in total SAH admissions within this tertile of hospitals. An increase in ruptured aneurysm embolisations was observed in another recent multicentre study during the COVID-19 pandemic.\textsuperscript{20} This suggests a shift towards treating more patients with ruptured aneurysms with endovascular techniques during the pandemic, possibly to mitigate risks of perioperative infection to the patient and/or provider.

These findings of decreases in SAH volumes, including embolisation of ruptured aneurysms, are similar to reports of decreases in stroke admissions, intravenous thrombolysis, MT and acute ST-elevation myocardial infarction (STEMI) activations during the COVID-19 pandemic.\textsuperscript{10,13,21} As postulated with reasons for the decline in stroke admissions in the stroke literature,\textsuperscript{8} patients with milder presentations of aneurysmal SAH may be afraid to present to a hospital due to fear of contracting SARS-CoV-2 infection.

This analysis’s strength is the aggregate volume of data worldwide across diverse geography, allowing a high volume or sample size. We used two control periods for comparison; the immediately preceding 3 months and the same 3 months a year ago, to account for potential seasonal variations that may occur in the presentation of SAH.\textsuperscript{22}

**Study limitations**

This study’s limitations are that while our cohort of centres inform an international, multicentre experience, it is not comprehensive without source data from national databases to account for regional differences in health systems of care. The diagnosis of SAH was obtained using ICD-10 codes in some centres. We cannot exclude the possibility of traumatic SAH. To differentiate from this possibility, we performed a subgroup analysis of confirmed aneurysmal SAH and non-traumatic SAH admissions and found similar relative declines in both control periods. Most centres contributing to these data have systems in place to track SAH admissions and coiling volumes; hence, the relative changes in volume from this analysis are likely robust. Details on patient SAH presentation grade, clinical outcomes and clipping volume were not collected as they were outside the scope of the study.

Our study definition of the beginning of the pandemic relates to the WHO designation on 11 March 2020. However, regions affected by the pandemic earlier, such as China, met the nadir of their SAH volumes prior to starting our defined pandemic period. As endovascular coiling remains unavailable in many low-income and lower-income to middle-income countries, specific geographical regions were not well represented (ie, Central Africa) in our study. Another shortcoming in selection bias is that several countries in which endovascular coiling is available were not represented in this study (ie, Eastern Europe, South America, Central America and Asia).

**INTERPRETATION**

In conclusion, there was a relative decrease in the volume of SAH hospitalisations, aneurysmal SAH hospitalisations and ruptured aneurysm embolisation treatments during the first 3 months studied of the COVID-19 pandemic. There were steeper relative declines in SAH hospitalisations and SAH coiling volume in hospitals with higher COVID-19 volume. Among low-volume coiling SAH hospitals, there was a shift towards an increase in ruptured aneurysm coiling. These findings can inform regional neuroscience centres’ preparedness\textsuperscript{2,23,24} in the face of a potential second wave or resurgence of COVID-19.
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